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eDiscovery Software Category
eDiscovery (electronic discovery) software allows you to review and
use electronic information and documents during litigation.
Corporate legal units and law firms utilize eDiscovery solutions to
gather all files and related metadata, filter information that is beyond
the law scope, and then assess individual files to decide their
relevance to the case. Before this, a subpoena for electronic
information is sent to concerned parties, which specifies stipulations
like the file types, pertinent content, dates considered, and others.
Many eDiscovery tools integrate with file storage or backup and
database platforms to streamline data collection and import
processes. They also integrate with case management products that
groups this information with all other data related to particular cases.
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Award Levels

Customer Success Report
Ranking Methodology
The FeaturedCustomers Customer Success ranking is based on
data from our customer reference platform, market presence,
web presence, & social presence as well as additional data
aggregated from online sources and media properties. Our
ranking engine applies an algorithm to all data collected to
calculate the final Customer Success Report rankings.
The overall Customer Success ranking is a weighted average
based on 3 parts:

MARKET LEADER
Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with
substantial customer base & market
share. Leaders have the highest ratio of
customer success content, content
quality score, and social media presence
relative to company size.

CONTENT SCORE
●

Total # of vendor generated customer references (case studies,
success stories, testimonials, and customer videos)

●

Customer reference rating score

●

Year-over-year change in amount of customer references on
FeaturedCustomers platform

TOP PERFORMER
Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with
significant market presence and

●

Total # of profile views on FeaturedCustomers platform

resources and enough customer

●

Total # of customer reference views on FeaturedCustomers

reference content to validate their vision.

platform

Top Performer's products are highly rated
by its customers but have not achieved

MARKET PRESENCE SCORE
●

Social media followers including LinkedIn, Twitter, & Facebook

●

Vendor momentum based on web traffic and search trends

●

Organic SEO key term rankings

●

Company presence including # of press mentions

the customer base and scale of a Market
Leader.

COMPANY SCORE
●

Total # of employees (based on social media and public
resources)

RISING STAR
Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com that
does not have the market presence of

●

Year-over-year change in # of employees over past 12 months

Market Leaders or Top Performers, but

●

Glassdoor ranking

understands where the market is going

●

Venture capital raised

and has disruptive technology. Rising
Stars have been around long enough to
establish momentum and a minimum
amount of customer reference content
along with a growing social presence.
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2020 Customer Success Awards
Check out this list of the highest rated eDiscovery Software based on the
FeaturedCustomers Customer Success Report.

* Companies listed in alphabetical order
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ABOUT ACCESSDATA

AccessData Group has pioneered

Summation’s advanced processing capabilities have saved us the cost of
hiring outside vendors, which in turns allows us to pass on considerable
savings to our clients.
NOEL EDLIN
MANAGING PARTNER, BASSI EDLIN HUIE & BLUM

digital investigations and litigation
support for more than twenty
years and is the maker of the
industry-standard computer
forensics technology, FTK, as well
as the leading legal review
technology, Summation.
AccessData provides a broad

First, AD Lab was definitely faster than other tools we have seen when it came
to processing speed. Second, AccessData offered us a far more cost-effective
package for our investment.
LUCA ANTONIOLLI
SENIOR IT AUDITOR, UBI BANCA

spectrum of stand-alone and
enterprise-class solutions that
enable digital investigations of any
kind, including computer forensics,
incident response, eDiscovery,
legal review, IP theft, compliance
auditing and information

We like the ability to go from processing to production in one platform
and we like that we can do so using best of breed technology.
STACEY SINCLAIR
COO, ARCHER & GREINER

assurance. More than 130,000
users in law enforcement,
government agencies,
corporations, consultancies, and
law firms around the world rely on
AccessData software solutions, as
well as their premier hosted review

AccessData has allowed us to create a uniform cohesive organization
for handling our eDiscovery needs that is available companywide in a
well-regulated arrangement for our employees.
CITGO REFINING AND CHEMICALS COMPANY

and digital investigations services.
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ABOUT DISCO

DISCO is reinventing legal

DISCO’s speed and intuitive design coupled with artificial intelligence and search visualization
are the type of sophisticated advantages we seek in our practice. These features combined with
their expertise in complex plaintiff matters made DISCO the most cost-effective solution we
evaluated.
ZACHARY D. CAPLAN
ASSOCIATE, BERGER MONTAGUE

technology to automate and
simplify complex and error-prone
tasks that distract from practicing
law. DISCO has been embraced by
more than 400 law firms, including
50 of the top AmLaw 200, as their
first choice for innovative

DISCO professional services provides indispensable support. From small tweaks, like
how to create tags on the fly, to assistance with targeted reports in response to
opposing counsel, DISCO’s experienced team feels like an extension of our own.
VINAY KOHLI
ASSOCIATE, HOOPER, LUNDY & BOOKMAN

technologies that enhance the
practice of law to help secure
justice and win cases.

The ability to quickly and thoroughly review millions of documents to easily
identify what’s of value to our clients was a critical factor in selecting DISCO.
JONATHAN D. ORENT
MEMBER, MOTLEY RICE

DISCO is the best, and it's not even close. The interface is intuitive and makes sense, so
little training or troubleshooting is required. Plus, it is just fast. It takes longer to open
my browser than it does to execute searches in DISCO, even in multi-terabyte matters.
JESSE K. BOLLING
COUNSEL, FRANK SIMS STOLPER
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ABOUT EVERLAW

Everlaw believes that legal teams
deserve cutting-edge technology in

Everlaw has been a positive change not just for our firm but for our clients.
The transparent pricing model makes it far easier to anticipate costs and
share that information with our clients.
LOUANNE CONRAD
PARALEGAL, KEGLER, BROWN, HILL & RITTER

their pursuit of justice. Their team
of top Silicon Valley engineers is on
a mission to replace antiquated,
clunky, on-premises software with
an integrated, elegant platform for
litigating a case from discovery to
the courtroom. Everlaw delivers a

I trust Everlaw to solve our biggest ediscovery problems. It’s
cost-effective and truly easy.
STEVE BERMAN
MANAGING PARTNER, HAGENS BERMAN

fresh experience through
blink-speed search, an intuitive
user interface, real-time
collaboration, accessible predictive
coding, and robust case-building
tools.

Clients have no considerations about the cost of Everlaw. They love the fact that it’s basically
single line item pricing that makes budgeting very simple and easy. We’re able to put together
budgets that have more realistic estimates for what we’re going to spend on ediscovery than we
ever were before.
DON MCCANN
LITIGATION SUPPORT MANAGER, BENESCH LAW

We loved how Everlaw was much more intuitive, practical, and flexible to use.
When we need help, we find the free support resources are excellent and
always up to date.
MORGAN CHURMA
LITIGATION ASSOCIATE, SCHARF BANKS MARMOR LLC
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ABOUT NUIX

Whatever we’ve done, Nuix has given us their full support and we’ve always had an
open channel to their engineers and experts. We’ve built a good trust relationship and
Nuix has always been open to working with us the way that suits our needs best.
NIGEL JEFFRIES
FORMER HIGH TECH CRIME UNIT DETECTIVES, VODAFONE

Nuix was built to understand the
DNA of data at enormous scale.
Armed and ready, their software
pinpoints the most relevant
information agencies need to
anticipate and act on government

We keep finding new ways to do things faster and smarter with Nuix. Every
time we've invested in Nuix software, it has paid for itself before the year is out.
BOB LEWIS
GLOBAL HEAD OF CYBER FORENSICS AND EDISCOVERY, BARCLAYS

investigative, eDiscovery,
cybersecurity, risk and compliance
challenges. At Nuix, they always
keep an eye on the future,
continually innovating to solve the
complex challenges U.S.
Government agencies face today
and to help you anticipate what’s

Previously, there was a long time from us receiving the evidence and the case
officer getting anything they could use. Nuix gives case officers much earlier
sight of the evidence.
MIKE ANDREWS
NATIONAL COORDINATOR, NATIONAL TRADING STANDARDS

next.

Our partnership with Nuix will provide opportunities for National Computer
Incident Response Teams (CIRTs) to enhance their forensic capabilities and
add higher value services for their constituents.
ANUJ SINGH
CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER, INTERNATIONAL MULTILATERAL PARTNERSHIP AGAINST CYBER
THREATS
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ABOUT RELATIVITY

Used by 195 of the Am Law 200,

The visualizations in Relativity 9.5 helped us quickly troubleshoot a searching error
and identify key data the search terms missed—it was absolutely essential to our case.
Plus, our client loved the transparency and control the ECA workflow provided.
ARI MANDEL
VP OF DISCOVERY SERVICES, GULFSTREAM LEGAL GROUP

Relativity provides a
comprehensive e-discovery
software solution for legal hold
through production, as well as
solutions for the mobile attorney.
Streamline your existing
workflows, meet intense deadlines,
create cost efficiencies, and

Analytics and visualizations in Relativity make our ECA process much more
effective. The dashboards provide a quick, user-friendly view of our data,
allowing us to act faster on the relevant issues.
CAROLINE POLLARD
MANAGER OF EDISCOVERY SERVICES, BALLARD SPAHR

achieve results for your diverse
client base.

We use Relativity Analytics on every case. The combination of different features—email
threading, categorization, cluster analysis—work in conjunction, often in a non-linear
way, to get us the answers we’re looking for and best serve our clients.
CHARLIE STEWART
MANAGER OF ELECTRONIC DISCOVERY SERVICES, SHEEHAN PHINNEY

Because of Relativity’s flexibility, we were able to string together a few analytics
features to create a customized workflow that targeted the right documents
for the reviewers.
JONATHAN SMITH
CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER, ENVISION DISCOVERY
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ABOUT CLOUDNINE

CloudNine is a technology

CloudNine’s automated software is so easy to use from uploading your data directly from their
web portal, to easy to use and understand user interface! Love that I can process my data
within the tool! Their support team is fantastic and I recommend them highly! CloudNine
Relieves eDiscovery Madness Year ‘Round!
KAYLEE WALSTAD
DIRECTOR OF STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS, ACEDS

company with expertise in
simplifying the data discovery
process. Through its on and
off-premise software brands,
including CloudNine Explore™,
LAW™, Concordance® and
Review™, the company helps its
more than 1,000 legal and

This software is very user-friendly. Any questions I had or problems I
encountered were immediately resolved by the excellent customer service
provided. I would highly recommend this product.
DARLENE COWARD
PARALEGAL, MCDOWELL KNIGHT

corporate customers, gain insight
and intelligence on data.
CloudNine has been highlighted by
industry experts in reports,
reviews, and surveys including
Gartner, 451 Research, Blue Hill

Overall great experience. Software is very user-friendly. Search filters were very helpful.
Customer service was always quick to diagnose and solve any issues I ran into or answer any
questions I had. I would definitely use this product and CloudNine in the future.
TREY ODOM
ASSOCIATE ATTORNEY, ELLER TONNSEN BACH, LLC

Research, Corporate Counsel
Magazine, the Neelectronicw York
Journal, and Texas Lawyer.

We have partnered with CloudNine on several matters and believe this to be the best
“ease of use” cloud-based ediscovery tool on the market today. For those looking for
alternatives to the “big boys”, this platform shines! CloudNine Best of Cloud Providers.
MARC ZAMSKY
CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER, COMPLIANCE DISCOVERY SOLUTIONS
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ABOUT EXTERRO

Exterro delivers the industry's only

Our Legal Department’s philosophy is, as a member of the business, we should constantly be
looking for ways to improve our efficiencies and ways to bring value to the organization. It has
become obvious that, in order to better serve the company, we need to introduce legal
technology like the Exterro platform.
RACHEL MONTI
VICE PRESIDENT OF LEGAL ADMINISTRATION & LOSS PREVENTION, SWIFT TRANSPORTATION

workflow-driven e-discovery
software suite. Positioned as a
leader in Gartner's 2013 Magic
Quadrant for E-Discovery Software,
the company's growth is fueled by
a high demand for their
enterprise-class solution that
delivers process automation across

Love the way Exterro is a partner to our organization, not just a vendor. I
really enjoy collaborating with Exterro on various solutions. They listen to our
concerns and really work with us on making a solution that suits our needs.
TANYA COHEN
PARALEGAL AND LEGAL SUPPORT, UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO

the full EDRM spectrum. Built on
an open architecture platform,
Exterro Fusion integrates with
existing IT, HR and EDRM systems
to deliver complete visibility into all
critical data, as well as the flexibility
to scale beyond e-discovery to

I am in IT and support this product for our legal team. Exterro has the best support that I have
ever had the pleasure of working with... If we ever have any technial issues, support is extremely
quick to respond to any question or concern any staff members have.
KEVIN CARLEY
IT SUPPORT, THRIVENT FINANCIAL

encompass larger legal,
compliance and information
governance initiatives.

Changed our LH World for the better. The reporting module has made my Legal Hold
support role so much easier. We utilize scheduled reporting not only for disseminating
information, but for data input into downstream applications.
ALLISON ROJAS
SENIOR SYSTEMS ADMINISTRATOR, LAS VEGAS VALLEY WATER DISTRICT
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ABOUT INTRADYN

Intradyn’s archiving solution has

We are an ISP, as well as a reseller, for a lot of school districts; they rely on us for the best IT
services to solve their needs. Schools may have anything from Novell Netware with e-Directory,
Microsoft Active Directory, or even Apple OSX; an open standards and support for
heterogeneous environments are crucial to us.
MARK GAMELIN
CONSULTING MANAGER, TIES

undergone quite the evolution
over the years – in part because of
the consistent feedback from their
customers, but also because of
how the ever-changing regulatory
compliance landscape has
challenged them to continually

I thought it was one of the best products the easiest to use with the
most capabilities.
MELISSA SEAVERS
IT DIRECTOR, TAYLOR COUNTY

improve their product.

The Intradyn team has been open and communicative, setting everything up
and ensuring it works properly. They’re supportive without being aggressive
and are always looking for ways to improve things and help out.
STACY MORANG
INTERNET INFRASTRUCTURE AND APPLICATION ADMINISTRATOR, MAINE STATE LEGISLATURE

The setup could not have been any easier. It’s amazing, but we actually
accomplished full email compliance with this single device in less than 10
minutes.
CHRISTOPHER FERSKI
IT DIRECTOR, LAZARD MIDDLE MARKET
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ABOUT LOGIKCULL

Logikcull is an amazing product with fantastic training support.
JASON FOLTIN
ASSISTANT SOLICITOR, CITY OF BALTIMORE

Logikcull is instant discovery for
modern legal teams. Its secure,
cloud-based solution helps law
firms and organizations of all sizes
solve the expensive, complex, and
risky challenges associated with
eDiscovery, internal investigations,

The main feature that will set Logikcull apart from its competitors is its functionality
on multiple devices, but that isn’t the only impressive feature. With Logikcull, you are
able to upload and download your own data directly to and from the tool in easy
fashion.
DENISE GESSNER
LAWYERIST.COM

and open records response. With
Logikcull, you can start a discovery
project in five seconds, from
anywhere at any time on any
device. Reviewing data is as easy as
performing a Google search. And

The genius here is in the simplicity of the software. With one click, the data is
uploaded and processed. And yes, it will work on the iPhone and the iPad.
SHARON NELSON
ATTORNEY AND PRESIDENT, SENSEI

in Logikcull, your data is always
secure.
eDiscovery in the cloud with the full power of traditional coding programs at a small fraction of
the cost! Logikcull’s eDiscovery processing was lightening fast and powerful. And the dedicated
training was painless, smart, and enjoyable. For our small firm, Logikcull levels the playing field
and gives us a sizable competitive advantage.
RICHARD J. SERPE
PARTNER, LAW OFFICES OF RICHARD J. SERPE P.C.
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ABOUT ZAPPROVED

Legal Hold Pro is really easy to use, it saves our legal team time, reduces the
risk associated with litigation and regulatory response, and ultimately saves us
money.
TODD WESTERSUND
DIRECTOR, ASM INTERNATIONAL

Founded in 2008, Zapproved builds
ediscovery software designed to
help corporate legal and
compliance teams reduce costs
and mitigate risk. The ZDiscovery
platform empowers teams to
manage legal holds and collect,
process, and review data with

Legal Hold Pro has dramatically reduced the time that I spend on the
preservation process, while providing us a higher degree of responsiveness
and defensibility, when called upon to produce.
BRETT TARR
COUNSEL, LARGE COMPANY IN THE HOSPITALITY AND ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY

ease. We have more than 350
corporate customers, a 99%
retention rate, and an unwavering
commitment to keeping our
customers ridiculously happy. To
learn more, visit
www.zapproved.com

It’s absolutely critical for legal to know if an employee has terminated,
or changed jobs or departments so you can manage holds
appropriately.
EMILY KEITH
SENIOR LEGAL MANAGER, ATHENAHEALTH INC.

Legal Hold Pro has helped our office better manage our high volume of legal holds
while reducing our expenses through improved efficiency. It enables our attorneys, risk
managers and records managers to better collaborate and ultimately lowers our risk.
LINDA MENG
CITY OF PORTLAND
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ABOUT LEXBE

Lexbe is an Austin, TX based

Lexbe is a DIY eDiscovery platform that doesn’t require a third party provider
— you can simply upload data directly from your desktop instead of having to
send the data to an outside party. Then you are off and running.
KELLY TWIGGER
ESI ATTORNEYS

eDiscovery software and services
provider. At Lexbe, they develop
and implement technology that
helps small and medium-size law
firms, corporations, and
organizations cost-effectively
manage increasingly data intensive
litigation document management

We have found Lexbe to be a very responsive and helpful e-Discovery partner. Lexbe’s review
tool gives our internal staff and co-counsel a shared work environment to speed document
review and productions in large document cases. Lexbe has been an excellent, cost-effective
solution for our needs.
KERSTIN SJOBERG-WITT
LEGAL DIRECTOR, DISABILITY RIGHTS OHIO

and discovery. They do this via
their web-based document review
software, Lexbe eDiscovery
Platform, high speed ESI
processing and conversion
services, and a team of
experienced technical specialists

We evaluated several different eDiscovery solutions and most were very
expensive, but Lexbe had all the features we needed, was an excellent fit, and
offered at a competitive price. We have been very happy with it.
AMY TABOR
ATTORNEY, CADDELL & CHAPMAN

and expert consultants.

After looking at several software options, we chose the Lexbe platform because
it was capable of handling high volume document processing while providing
the document review features we needed, all at an affordable price.
ERIN MCDONOUGH
PARTNER, OTMK LAW FIRM
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ABOUT NEXTPOINT

Nextpoint provides powerful,

One of the best features is that you can divide the workflow into multiple folders that can then
be assigned to various reviewers — making it easy to keep track of who is doing what work. The
ability to customize "call" buttons, add tags for certain issues, and change the stamp on a
redaction is also very useful.
SARAH HYSER-STAUB
MCNEES WALLACE & NURICK

on-demand ediscovery and trial
prep software that is designed to
sync with the way legal teams work
– from partners to paralegals – for
any size firm or any size matter.
Founded in Chicago in 2001,
Nextpoint’s mission is to simplify
and bring order to the litigation

Nextpoint is flexible in its ability to add coding fields and folders as your review
takes shape. The attorneys with whom I work can review and code documents
with very little to no training.
JEAN CASSERLY
SCHARF BANKS MARMOR, LLC

process by building powerful,
easy-to-use, affordable technology
solutions for law firms and legal
departments of all sizes.

Nextpoint is the perfect solution for handling large document production. The
fact that I can use it from anywhere I have an internet connection only
increases its overall value.
GREGORY V. GINEX
BOLLINGER CONNOLLY KRAUSE

Nextpoint is completely different. I love how you can customize the database
to suit your case and review. The software is VERY thoughtfully designed.
MARTHA HOWLETT
CLYDE & CO
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ABOUT ONNA

Onna integrates workplace
knowledge platforms together,

In the past, we would rely on manual exports from the cloud software’s interface,
which usually took considerable hours that we would bill to the client hourly. With
Onna, we have more predictive costs and can offer the client better estimates.
JOE POCHRON
PRESIDENT OF FORENSIC TECHNOLOGY AND CONSULTING, TRANSPERFECT LEGAL
SOLUTIONS

allowing anyone to - for the first
time - unify, protect, search,
automate and build on top of an
organisation’s proprietary
knowledge. It doesn’t matter if
companies are integrating

Onna improves our process of collecting and finding enterprise
information by 10x.
VIKAS K
PRODUCT MANAGER, FACEBOOK

knowledge from 20 applications or
200. They can also build on top of
Onna through integrations to cloud
tools or the addition of ML models.
Finally, Onna uses machine
learning to help companies
discover smarter and can help

We love how Onna uses AI to help us improve information search
across multiple platforms.
LEV FINKELSTEIN
VICE PRESIDENT OF CORPORATE FINANCE & STRATEGY, DROPBOX

power data-led automation on
issues from compliance to HR.

Onna is the most robust, modern, easy-to-use eDiscovery product we've
evaluated.
JASON SPINELL
DIRECTOR, SLACK
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ABOUT SMARSH

When we first chose Smarsh for email archiving, it came down to two players.
Smarsh had the better solution then and it has the better solution now.
LONNY ELFENBEIN
COMPLIANCE CONSULTANT, OHIO NATIONAL EQUITY SALES COMPANY (ONESCO)

Smarsh® delivers cloud-based
comprehensive archiving solutions
for the information-driven
enterprise. Smarsh's centralized
platform provides a unified
compliance and e-discovery
workflow across the entire range of
digital communications, including

We looked at five different vendors, and it came down to pricing, feature set
and simplicity. At the end of the day, the Smarsh product did exactly what I
needed.
FRANK COLOCCIA
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT & CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER, KENMAR OLYMPIA

email, public and enterprise social
media, websites, instant messaging
and mobile messaging. Founded in
2001, Smarsh helps more than
20,000 organizations meet
regulatory compliance, e-discovery
and record retention
requirements. The company is

The user interface is so easy to use; I figured most of it out on my own. When
Smarsh provided training, it just filled in some blanks for us. The best part for
me is not having to dig up screenshots anymore.
DAVE GRAY
IT MANAGER, SEATTLE HUMANE

headquartered in Portland, Oregon
with offices in New York City,
Atlanta, Boston, Los Angeles and
London.

The Smarsh Archiving Platform enhances our ability to perform searches and
find what we need across email and social media, so it acts as both an
e-discovery and compliance tool.
GEOFFREY MOORE
VP OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY, VALMARK
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